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Degree of difficulty

Instruction COSMETIC BAG

Instruction COSMETIC BAG

Materials from Gütermann
Sew-all thread in a matching colours
Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,
collection MOST BEAUTIFUL:
Q 0.15 m lily of the valley pattern in
blue-white
Q 0.25 cm cream white cotton fabric
Q Deco Stitch 70, Col. 582
Q
Q

In addition
0.30 m iron-on fabric lining G 710,
90 cm wide
Q 0.50 m moss green velvet piping
Q Non-woven backing
Q Endless zipper in blue with silver teeth,
25 cm long
Q Silver-coloured slider for zipper
Q

Size
Q

21 x 4 x 16 cm (L x W x H)

Cutting
Lily of the valley pattern: Upper part 21 x 10 cm, 2x
Cotton fabric cream white: Bottom part 21 x 8 cm, 2x; lining 21 x 18 cm, 2x;
zipper 1.5 x 2.5 cm, 4x
Q Fabric lining: Upper part 21 x 10 cm, 2x; lower part 21 x 8 cm, 2x; lining 21 x 18 cm, 2x
Q
Q

Cut all parts with a 1 cm seam allowance.

Tools
Sewing machine
Iron and iron cloth
Q Scissors
Q Pins
Q Textile marker
Q Ruler
Q Tape measure
Q Set square
Q
Q

1. Place the fabric linings on the left side of the cut parts for the upper,

lower and lining parts, with the coated side facing the fabric. Place a damp
ironing cloth on top and press on in 12 second steps. After fixing, allow the
parts to cool flat, so that the linings bond with the fabric.

2. Place the piping right on right on the longitudinal edge of the bottom part
and pin with needles. With the longest possible stitch setting and the zipper
foot, staple the piping onto the bottom part. Then place the upper part right
on right over the edge of the piping and pin. Stitch on with the zipper foot.
Iron the seam allowances grouped together in the direction
of the top part. Sew and iron the back of the bag in the same way.

Tip: To ensure that the piping does not move, fix the folded piping with a few
stitches on the seam allowance.

3. Draw a line with the ruler and textile marker 1 cm from the piping seam.
Feed in Thread Deco Stitch 70 in moss green, use Sew-all Thread in the
same colour as the bottom thread. Place a strip of non-woven backing under
the marking and stitch the top stitch along the line. Then remove the nonwoven, iron the top stitch.

4. Shorten the zipper to a length of 23 cm (incl. seam allowance). Place

the top bar strip right-on-right over the middle of the zip with a distance of
1.5 cm from the end of the zip, and the second one flush underneath. Pin the
bar to the strip. Quilt the seam across the zipper 1 cm wide, including all layers. Fold the upper and lower bar towards the end of the zipper and iron one
on top of the other. Quilt the shim line with a narrow edge. Lock the second
end of the zipper in the same way.

5. Place the zipper right on right on the cut edge of the upper part, and
also place the upper edge of the lining right on right on top and pin. Quilt the
seam with the zipper foot at a distance of 0.3 – 0.5 cm from the teeth, while
running the stitch line to the seam allowance of the bar at the beginning and
end. Fold the top part and lining away from the zipper left on left and iron
along the zipper. Sew the second side of the zipper in the same way between
the top part and the lining.

6. From the zipper, place the outer sides of the bag right on right. Push the
side seams and bottom seam on to each other. Quilt the seam all around
from the tip of the bar. Iron seam allowances apart. Also place the lining
parts away from the zipper right on right and pin, as described above, quilt
the seam, but leave an opening of approx. 9 cm in the middle in the side or
bottom seam for turning. Iron seam allowances apart.

7. Fold the side seam onto the bottom seam from a lower corner; they must
lie exactly on top of each other.
Tip: Use a needle to pierce through the side seam and then through the
bottom seam, so that they automatically slide over each other.
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Measure 2 cm on the seam from the tip of the triangle, mark a line here at a
right angle with the set square towards the slopes. Quilt along the marking.
Cut back the seam allowances and iron them apart. Shape the corners well.
Work all 4 corners of the upper and lining pocket in this way. Then turn the
bag. Place the open slit edges left on left on top of each other and quilt with
a narrow edge. Push the lining into the outer pocket and close the zipper.

